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Meeting Minutes—Monday, May 11, 2020 
Zoom conference 1900-2100 

Attendees: 

Patrol Directors: Mike Smarz (Mohawk); Ken Joyce (Pahquioque); Justin Lonergan (Powder Ridge); Ron Fenner 
(Southington); Kenn Kostuk (Sundown); Assistant Patrol Directors/NSP Reps: Eric Schmidt (Pahquioque); Walt 
Behuniak (Southington); Training Coordinator: Kevin Muravnick (Powder Ridge); Medical Advisors: Melinda Mingus 
(CT Region); Steve Goldblatt (Sundown); Alan Garber (Sunday River, ME); Paul Skudder (ENY Region/Gore Mt); CT 
Region Admin: Sue-Ellen Repeta (Pequot Section Chief); Tony Philpin (Housatonic Section Chief); Mark Pahmer 
(Alternate Region Director); Skip Mudge (RD)  

COVID-19 Operational Concerns 

• Long incubation period. May be 5-10 days before becoming symptomatic 

• Two phases: 

o 1. Infectious Phase 

o 2. Overreaction 

o In the first phase, we want to boost immunity to suppress the virus. In the second phase, we 
want to suppress our immune system that is overreacting. 

• Asymptomatic transmission 

o Pts may be fully asymptomatic or perhaps hypoxemic with minimal symptoms, maybe passing it 
off as being a bit out of shape. Or they may look comfortable, while at 88% SpO2 

• Consensus that this will be with us for some time. We’ve all been sequestering, wearing masks, etc. but at 
some time, we’ll have to come out. We will become exposed and we don’t have natural immunity. 

• If exposed but asymptomatic (e.g., PPE used appropriately), the 14-day quarantine may not necessarily be 
required. 

• We are looking for guidance on this. Currently it is “wait and see” as they are also working on this evolving 
situation, and waiting upon guidance from the government. 

General  

• PPE is defined as mask (preferably N95), gloves, gowns and face shield. Some gowns can be laundered and 
re-used, as can cloth masks. 

• If we use N95, do we need fit testing? 

• N95 masks are compromised when wet. 

• Consistency, both horizontal (throughout the ski area—restaurants, rest rooms, lodge, patrol, etc.) and 

vertical (Pt care from ski patrol to EMS to hospital).  

• Universal Precautions means we assume everyone COVID-19 positive. Is this realistic and practical? Does 
this mean head-to-toe PPE? N95, face shield and clothing we will get rid of after each Pt? If so, what about 
the patroller, in ski clothes, who treats a Pt on the hill? Discard ski gear until laundered? 

• What is our risk tolerance? 100% is unrealistic in this situation, so what is it? 

• Powder Ridge is using a flyer (The CT Restaurant Promise, see excerpt at the end of these notes) used by 
restaurants in the area now. Not a contract, but states that if the customer is not feeling well, they should 
not be there.  
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o There is a concern that patrons will not disclose any risk factors. They are feeling well enough to 
bike and may feel that anything they disclose will result in them being barred from the area. 

• Powder Ridge: all employees will report to a testing station at the beginning of each shift (temperature, 
pulse ox and self-document COVID-19 risk factors) 

• Ski areas may want to encourage more “up-hillers”, limit ticket sales, load partial chairs, disinfect chairs at 
the top, etc.? 

Staffing Issues 

• Pre-season/pre-shift health assessment (swab/antibody, temperature, questionnaire) 

• Social distancing in the patrol room/top shack 

• Shift sizing/downsizing. Downsize to reduce number of patrollers exposed, while also keeping some “in 
reserve” to fill in if patrollers must stay home due to suspected exposures. Prepare for the possibility of 
losing an entire shift for two weeks.  

o An A and B crew for the same shift, working alternate weeks? 

• Consider minimal response team for accidents (one patroller to perform initial COVID-19 assessment from 
a distance. If suspected, “full” PPE, mask on Pt, and then only allowing minimum required help.  

• Will ski area require additional staff to enforce/manage compliance to rules such as social distancing in 
restaurants, lift lines, etc.? 

• Should we restrict healthy, aging patrollers from working? Powder Ridge may urge older (over 60?) and 
other “at risk” patrollers not to volunteer. Some patrollers, regardless of age and medical history, may be 
uncomfortable volunteering at this time. 

• Regional backup: we will keep a list of patrollers willing to help out other patrols in time of need.  

• Excusing self from shift for any reason (e.g., “I just don’t feel safe doing this”, or “I’m not feeling well 
today”.) 

• Guidance on how long a patroller should stay away from ski area after either testing positive or being 
symptomatic. CDC and State guidance must be followed at a minimum. 

• Training to don/doff PPE properly. Powder Ridge is looking for video training from WHO, CDC, PPE 
manufacturers, etc. 

• Cross-training for shift leaders/hill captains/session leaders for backup. 

• Assign one person responsible for keeping up to date with current state and CDC guidelines, and 
communicating this with patrol and area. Expect these to be continually evolving. 

• Powder Ridge management is asking patrol to serve as Safety Officers to ensure everyone is adhering to 
the guidelines. Restaurant, for example requires face coverings except while eating. This will likely be 
problematic.  

• In CT, the local Health District is responsible for pre-inspections prior to restaurants, bakeries, etc. 
opening. We would expect the same prior to any ski area opening/re-opening.  

Equipment & Supplies Issues 

• Laundry: wash masks, gowns, contaminated clothing, privacy curtains between Pt bunks, sheets, blankets, 
etc. 

• Powder Ridge uses a laundry service. Patrol places all soiled/contaminated laundry in a bag which is 
picked up by the area and laundered off site at a dedicated facility. 
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• Powder Ridge is also dedicating one overnight suite so that patrollers can shower and change into clean 
clothing. They are asking all patrollers to bring a second set of clothing. 

• Cleaning/Sanitizing/Disinfecting equipment and facilities. Don’t forget radios/microphones, telephones, 
etc. 

• Will need much larger inventory for PPE. Expect costs to be higher due to supply/demand imbalance. 

• How and when to dispose of PPE 

• Sufficient inventory of cleaning/sanitizing/disinfecting supplies and equipment. Due to the 
supply/demand imbalance, expect pricing to be significantly higher than last season. May be difficult to 
find some equipment and supplies at any price. 

o Spray bottles, hand sanitizers, wipes, backpack sprayers, foggers, UV lights, etc. 

Facility Issues 

• Cleaning/Sanitizing/Disinfecting (Aid Room, Patroller Areas, Top Shack, etc.) 

o This should be done on a regular schedule (e.g., start & end of every shift) as well as after Pt 
treatment (at a minimum clean/dispose of everything Pt came into contact with. 

o Patrollers must be trained in these procedures. 

o This should be documented/logged. 

• Signage: do not enter (ski area, restaurant, lodge, patrol, etc.) if you are not feeling well (worded 
differently for the patrol room) 

• Concept of Aid Room being a “clean space”. Only the Pt and minimum number of patrollers required to 
render care. Pt must be quickly assessed for potential COVID-19 risk prior to being escorted in by 
patroller.  

o Family/chaperone/coach/friends. Also kept at a minimum inside the “clean space”. No 
admittance without mask/face covering. 

o All Medical Advisors agreed that if someone refuses to comply with requirements (i.e., donning a 
mask) we can deny entry into the treatment area, regardless of who that individual is. 

o Use of “runners” to minimize patroller movement in/out of “clean” areas. To access supplies, not 
providing Pt care. 

• Consider a warming area (propane heaters?) outside the patrol room (clean area) to minimize the number 
of people in the Aid Room.  

Exposure Tracing 

• Patrols need to develop Exposure Control Plans which include some sort of reporting procedures to 
support Contact Tracing in the event patroller, area employee or customer should be tested COVID-19 
positive.  

• It might be helpful to check on Pts two weeks after their visit to see if they had tested positive/negative. 

Patient Care Issues 

• Allow Pt to treat self under guidance of Patroller. This is a Scene Safety issue. And will help conserve PPE. 

• It might be helpful for patrollers to have a small “ziplock” bag in their pack with a mask, gloves and 
perhaps other immediate need supplies that they could quickly access and use themselves or hand to 
another patroller, a Pt, or others on scene to maintain personal protection. 
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• Two levels of PPE: Basic = gloves, mask/face covering, face shield. Higher level, possibly for Pt who is 
coughing, sneezing, etc. would add gown for added protection. This is difficult for on the hill treatment. 
We may need to be creative in this situation. Certainly, extra masks/face covering for Pts. Difficult balance 
between protecting the patrollers and providing patient care. 

• Powder Ridge: Might be beneficial to provide a basic first aid course for guests (not an OFC course). A 
community-based course promoted by the resort. For mountain biking community. 

• Powder Ridge: Treat minor injuries (cuts, abrasions, etc.) outside the (locked) patrol room. Entry only 
upon patroller escort. 

• Protecting/minimizing potential exposure between EMS and patrol staff during Pt transfer. 

• CPR protocols (not time to discuss): minimize number of patrollers, AHA has published guidelines. 

Training Issues 

• AHA has a 120-day grace period for recertification due to COVID-19. Perhaps NSP should consider this 
with respect to OEC refreshers. 

o Should the refresher just focus on OEC 5e → 6e changes and cover the typical refresher skills 
either later in the season or completed in a smaller scale training format? 

o Utilize distance learning as much as possible. 

• Candidate OEC training: possibly put off until spring/summer time period. Start candidates out with OET 
and then work on OEC when we can hopefully practice hands-on skills (and administer written and 
practical evaluations) more easily.  

Mountain Biking (Powder Ridge) 

• Still evolving. Current thinking is that they will stop the lift for the rider to load his/her bike then get on 
the chair. The lift will start up. Upon reaching the top of the lift, they will stop the lift again for the rider to 
dismount and retrieve the bike. Staff will then spray the chair with disinfectant and re-start the lift. 

 

The Connecticut Restaurant Promise (https://www.ctrestaurant.org/promise.html) in part, states: 

 
OUR PROMISE TO YOU 

• Continue leading in safe sanitation practices 
• Establish protocol for monitoring the health of all staff prior to shift start 
• Ensure that indoor & outdoor seating meets all physical distancing guidelines 
• Provide hand sanitizer or hand washing stations at all entrances 
• Clean and sanitize common areas and surfaces regularly 
• Clean and sanitize all tables and hard surfaces after every use 
• Ensure place settings, utensils, menus, and condiments are sanitized after every use or are single use 

 
YOUR PROMISE TO US 

• If you have been exposed to COVID-19 recently or have symptoms of COVID-19 (fever, aches, cough, 
shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, headache, chills or loss of taste/smell), please help us keep 
everyone safe by staying home and contacting your local restaurant to inquire about 
contactless delivery options 
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• If you have underlying health conditions or are otherwise concerned about contracting COVID-19, 
please feel free to use our contactless delivery/takeout options 

• If you have any questions about the Connecticut Restaurant Promise, please ask for a manager who 
will be happy to assist you 

 


